Bitch Class Entries

Irish Wolfhounds
Judge: Miranda Brace

6 to 9 Months Bitches

A  6  KASHMIR OF AERIE. HP49093902. 02/06/15. breeder: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin & Glenn Myer. By Hound Hill Vanderbilt Of Aerie - Kellykerry Keynote Of Aerie. owner: Doug Marx and Amy Benjamin.

B  8  KEEL OF AERIE. HP49093903. 02/06/15. breeder: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin & Glenn Myer. By Hound Hill Vanderbilt Of Aerie - Kellykerry Keynote Of Aerie. owner: Doug Marx and Amy Benjamin.


2  12  REDTOPS ATHENA AT BLAIR. HP49151106. 02/25/15. breeder: Rosemary Wortman. By Redtops As Time Goes By - Redtops Echo. owner: Cecilia Hoffman and Bryan Conner.

Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Bitches

14  O'LUGH STELLA ARTOIS. HP48466701. 10/20/14. breeder: Owner. By CH O'Lugh Holy Toledo - CH O'Lugh's Corona Extra Gold. owner: Andrea & Michael Dormady.

16  STARKEEPER NUALA O'ARD RHI. HP49039305. 11/05/14. breeder: Jocelyne Gagne. By GCH Ard Rhi's Aegg Of Aran - CAN.CH Glenamadda Starkeeper Clodagh. owner: Jocelyne Gagne and Serena Ivanovskis.

18  WILDISLE BRIE DEJA VU. HP49164002. 12/09/00. breeder: Jill Bregy & Debbie Chastain & Beth Chastain. By CH Fitzarran Wildisle Wardance - GCH Wildisle Brie Shining Star. owner: Jill R. Bregy and Debbie Chastain & Beth Chastain, MD.


28  MACCAURA RIVERSONG FENNA. HP48479502. 11/06/14. breeder: Deirdre McCarthy and Christine Davis. By Riversongs Love To Burn - MacCaura Lulu. owner: Courtney Smith and Deirdre McCarthy.


12 to 18 Months Bitches.


Novice Bitches


Bred-by-Exhibitor Bitches


Axelrad.

68 COLERAINE’S SANSA. HP47735602. 03/17/14. breeder: Maura High. By Cugein Ortega of Castlekeep - CH Coleraine's Solitary Moon. owner: Maura & Jeff High.

70 STARKEEPER RENA’S ROGUE. HP45542703. 03/15/13. breeder: Jocelyne Gagne. By CH Carnasserie Coal - AM.CAN.CH Starkeeper Glenamadda USA Flag. owner: Jocelyne Gagne and Serena Ivanovskis.


80 DUN MYRICA MABELLINE OF EAGLE. HP45594001. 06/24/13. breeder: Sam Houston McDonald & Joe M. Roland. By CH Riverlawn Mobster Of Eagle - CH Armaitiu Nona Of Eagle. owner: Sam Houston McDonald and Joe M. Roland.

82 ROCKHART OKELANI. HP37576003. 04/05/10. breeder: Owner & C.C. Hartenstein. By Furlongs Barbaro - Rockhart Eclipse. owner: Lynn M. Simon, MD.

84 TALIESIN’S REALTA SCUAIBE. HP39974501. 03/07/11. breeder: Donna & David Smith. By CH Taliesin’s Suailce, JC - Taliesin’s Wylde Rum Runner. owner: Donna & David Smith.

American-Bred Bitches


1 92 R NOBLE LOLA OF EAGLE. HP45129601. 04/03/13. breeder: Owners. By CH R Noble Ghasper Of Eagle - CH Dun Myrica Lyra Of Eagle. owner: Kathy & Joe Roland and Sam Houston McDonald.


100 MARBLEHEAD’S INTERMEZZO AT HOWING HALL. HP46440504. 10/30/13. breeder: Alfred & Suzanne Gibney. By CH O'Lugh's Jagermeister Of Aerie - CH O'Lugh's Echo Of Marblehead. owner: Dr. Pat Scelso and J. Michael Meyer.
Open Bitches


112 LAISLNN PERFECT POUR O STELLA. HP43908501. 03/19/12. breeder: Lani Hopf. By CH Starkeeper Glenamadda Fyrenze Of Gryffindor - Laislnn Long Road To Caoihme. owner: Lani Hopf and Jocelyne Gagne.

114 CASTLEMAINE HEY LOLLIE LO. HP45018304. 02/17/13. breeder: Owners. By GCH CH Castlemaine's Bram Of Sidhe - Castlemaine's For All The Days. owner: R. Greg Shaw and Marilyn Shaw.

116 NUTSTOWN BRIDIE OF CARRICKANEENA. HP47011301. 09/01/12. breeder: Mr. and Mrs. John Kelly. By CH Prince Finn Of Nutstown - Olocan Killian. owner: Tom & Diane Hartney and Eileen M and Eileen B. Flanagan.


122 CASTLEKEEPSAKE FOR CUGEIN CYNA. HP74922201. 08/15/12. breeder: Donna Tomson. By Cugein Ortega Of Castlekeep - Castlekeep Earth's Quiet Meadow. owner: Donna Tomson and D. & K. Yorke.
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